
VICELOADER
by Kitagawa Europe (Hungary)

Automation, Workholding, Zero-Point Clamping



 Are you looking for a reliable and 
      competitive supplier of automation 
       capability?

 Or for customised solutions to exactly       
       meet your machining requirements, 
       resulting in increased machining hours?

 In the best case from one supplier, who 
       is an equally innovative and competent     
       partner?

Then you have come to the 
right place! KITAGWA EUROPE (HUNGARY) 
- the leader in workholding 
and automation technology.



Kitagawa Europe (Hungary) are the exclusive distributor of the ViceLoader 
automation system. We are proud to bring this unique automation system to the 
market. 
         ViceLoader's three axis mechanical workpiece manipulator (arm) allows us to 
supply a low-cost loading solution to the market without compromising on 
capability. This system is actually very effective at handling heavy loads within a 
very small footprint compared to expensive six-axis robot arms.
        Simple software and design enables you to set up the ViceLoader within a 
day by yourself or utilising one of our service engineers. No extensive training is 
required to operate the ViceLoader therefore your machine operator can start 
working alongside the system immediately and allowing them to focus on more 
demanding tasks.
        The scalability of the ViceLoader is a key feature of the system. Allowing you 
to start of with the loading or several parts before being able to increase this to 90 
parts or more, depending on the workpiece size.
        Direct or external workpiece clamping is available with ViceLoader. We 
recognise that depending on the job you might need to grip the workpiece direct 
for loading or via a vice such as Makro.Grip or viseversa - Viceloader enables this 
capability.
Grip the future - with the all-in-one solution from one source - KITAGAWA EUROPE(HUNGARY)!

Viceloader exclusive distributor
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

 ViceLoader® Automation 
New dimension of automation

Viceloader is a flexible automation system intended for handling fixtures and workpieces from the magazine to the 
processing machine table, e.g. to exchange workpieces for CNC machining centres. It is a universal automation system 
for processing machines deployed in various industries. In combination with a processing machine, Viceloader forms one 
unit.

Viceloader can be connected to a machine from the front or lateral side without occupying the access space for the 
machine operator. Viceloader can be combined with virtually any technology in the area of production.

U S E  O F T H E  E Q U I P M E N T

Viceloader application allows for an extreme increase in productivity of the machine automated by Viceloader. An 
operator fits the magazine with the fixtures with workpieces when the machine is operating. The magazine has such a 
capacity that the machine is capable of operating individually without being serviced in any manner for several hours or 
for the entire shift. In this period of time, the operator can fulfil different tasks. 

In this manner, one operator can control up to 6 machines at a time. Working in the full shifts or in weekends without 
any employees will be possible now. This results in a drastic reduction of direct costs. Viceloader will fully recover its 
costs within a few months lending a helping hand in the crisis periods by reducing the number of workers and ensuring a 
smooth production process.

A P P L I C AT I O N
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Viceloader is placed next to the machine to be automated and the power cable and communication cables are 
connected. All of this is a simple task for one worker without any handling gears or complex interconnection with 
compressed air systems, etc. Subsequently, fit the magazine with the fixtures to the workpieces. Once started, the 
manipulator picks the fixture with the workpiece from the magazine to transfer them into the CNC machine centre that 
is equipped with an available zero point system. Once machined, the fixture with the workpiece are placed back into the 
magazine for the entire process to be repeated without any operators.

W O R K  P R O C E D U R E

The mechanical design of the Viceloader mobile 
automation system is simple and its maintenance is easy. 
It is composed of a basic frame, manipulator, magazine, 
control unit and metal sheet jacket depending on the 
variant. Viceloader is protected by several patents.

The actual innovation is the manipulator. Special parallel 
kinematics allow for precise handling of heavy loads in a 
minimum space. Man-made movement analysis played 
the main role in the manipulator development procedure.

The Viceloader's manipulator is therefore largely 
predominant over common industrial robots and linear 
handling devices as far as the need for space and payload 
are concerned. At the same time, it is more economical 
and it offers easier programming. 

The manipulator is driven by three strong motors with 
transmissions.

E Q U I P M E N T D E S C R I P T I O N

F U L LY P R O G R A M M A B L E

A freely programmable full-featured CNC control is used 
for the control. This allows for simple programming of all 
tasks. Everyone who can operate a CNC centre is capable 
of setting Viceloader.
 
The necessary training time is 2 - 4 hours.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

I N N OVAT I V E

With its flexibility and simplicity, Viceloader is an ideal mobile 
solution for production automation from the production batch 
of 2 pieces up to extensive batches.

1

Owing to the fact that Viceloader is equipped with a 
full-featured CNC control system, it can be programmed very 
easily. It is the customer's responsibility to assure adaptation 
to the machine to be automated. As compared to industrial 
robots, the installation requires no special knowledge.

2

There is no need to purchase any special clamping devices for 
Viceloader; all the existing clamping devices and fixtures can 
be used with Viceloader without the need for any complex 
modifications.

3

Viceloader markedly reduces direct costs, so it will recover its 
price within several months.

4

Viceloader is the only complete mobile solution for automation 
in the market. In this manner, Viceloader can always be utilised 
directly with the machine to be used. This can save high 
investment costs (machines needs do not need to be equipped 
with their own automation system).

5

Owing to the manipulator with parallel kinematics, Viceloader 
can be placed next to the machine without preventing access 
to the machine to be automated.

6
Viceloader is completely driven by electricity; there is no need 
for compressed air or hydraulics. The energy consumption is 
minimal.

7

Example of ViceLoader and machine 
with lateral loading

Typical installation of ViceLoader perpendicular to the machine
Loading the workpiece into the machining centre from the front side (through the door)
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

 How does the ViceLoader Operate?
Over the next pages, we will introduce the uniquie features of the viceloader. In principle the are 
2 types of automation (direct clamping and external clamping)

D I R E C T C L A M P I N G

E X T E R N A L C L A M P I N G

The automation system loads individual workpieces directly into the CNC centre where the workpieces are clamped in 
a special vice. Workpieces are gripped separately by the special automation holders. Each workpiece needs a different 
gripper.

Advantages: 
• Ideal for large-lot contracts

Limits: 
• Each workpiece batch needs a different gripper            

(effector), magazine and vice.

The operator attaches the workpieces to pallets or directly into vices to be placed into the magazine. 
The automation system picks and places a whole pallet or the vice with the workpiece into the CNC centre.

Advantages: 
• Clamping by operator = 100% safety
• Ideal for small-lot and medium-lot contracts
• Highly reliable, easy and safe
• Workpieces may differ in size and shape

Limits: 
• Each workpiece requires a pallet or vice

Ideally, ViceLoader  can be used for both variants, external and direct clamping.

As a standard, we offer the smart solution version  = external clamping (for more infomation , see page 31) 4



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

F U N C T I O N  O F PAT E N T E D  V I C E LOA D E R  A R M

Viceloader’s innovation consists in the capability of the horizontal movement of the arm.

Bionic arm movement 
is based on the natural 
movement of a man, 
but it has a larger range.

M OV E M E N T O F T H E  A R M  W I T H  T H E  WO R K P I E C E

This illustrates the individual movements of the workpiece from the magazine into the CNC machining centre.

Magazine

Workpieces

Movement sown as individual steps

Top View

Side View
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Magazine

Movements shown together

M OV E M E N T O F T H E  A R M  W I T H  T H E  WO R K P I E C E

This illustrates the complex movement of the workpiece from the magazine into the CNC machining centre.

Workpieces

Top View
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Magazine with 
workpieces

M A N UA L M O D E

The actual ViceLoader layout allows for easy access to the CNC centre. 

If the ViceLoader is in standstill mode, the CNC centre is fully accessible for manual activities.

CNC

AU TO M AT I C  M O D E

In automatic mode the work pieces are loaded automatically in an enclosed frame for safety.

Magazine with 
workpieces

CNC
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

CO M PAC T S I Z E

ViceLoader is not much bigger that 2 standard Euro Pallets.

5.7m2

Below is an example of the small automated plant equipped with the ViceLoader automation system.

8



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

E A S Y ACC E S S A B I L I T Y

To save space and cost, we created a special and simple magazine.

Access from all sides
and to all workpieces

Top-up, exchange 
or measure the workpieces
 during production

Circular magazine with 
multiple rotary levels

The magazine can be easily filled thanks to the door.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

View into a rotary magazine of a ViceLoader configured with 300 x 400mm pallets.

View into a viceloader's magazine equipped with pallets.

1. Protective fence jacket 
2. Viceloader arm 
3. Protective belt for cable line 
4. Rotary Magazine 

5. Pallet picking interface 
6. Pallet 
7. Rotary level of magazine 
8. Electrical cabinet

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

8
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

M O D U L A R  M AG A Z I N E

ViceLoader's magazine is a rotary type and it can accomode many different workpieces and pallets of different heights. 

The magazine is composed of various types 
of rotary levels. 

You can select the height between the levels 
depending on the dimensions of your pallet 
or workpiece.

Viceloader is supplied with one level as 
standard. 

For detailed information on addtional rotary 
level options, see page xx.

11



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Fully customisable levels are produced depending on the size of vices and pallets they you intend to use.

C U S TO M I S A B L E  L E V E L S 

Below are examples of different arrangements of pallets and vices onto all of the types levels for the ViceLoader

12



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

FA S T P L AC E M E N T

ViceLoader has four wheels, two rotary and two fixed, which allow for the easy and quick movement of ViceLoader.
ViceLoader also has a set of legs for fixed placement.

ViceLoader can be moved manually on a pallet truck or with a high-lift truck.

Install legs to more machining centres. 
ViceLoader movement and anchorage to 
the points prepared in advance will take 
several minutes without the need for 
positional leveling.
At a matter of course, we also offer a 
spare set.

13



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

V I C E LOA D E R  WO R K P L AC E  A R R A N G E M E N T S

 4 possible workplace arrangements with ViceLoader positioned to the CNC centre.

1. Loading from the front side. 2. Loading from the lateral side.

3. Loading from the lateral side. 4. Loading from the lateral side.

The green colour indicates the work area for Viceloader. We tried to use the area to the full extent. 14



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

P L AC E M E N T E X A M P L E

An example of the smallest fully automated workshop equipped with the ViceLoader automation system.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

E A S Y C N C  I N T E G R AT I O N

Thanks to the full-featured CNC control, the Viceloader automation system can be controlled very easily and the 
four-axis movement is fully programmable.

Viceloader can be connected to any CNC centre.

In contrast to competitive solutions, the ViceLoader control system does not require any special knowledge of robotics.

16



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

I N T E R CO N N E C T I O N  B E T W E E N  C N C  C E N T R E  A N D  V I C E LOA D E R

Simple connection of Viceloader and CNC centre

All the communication needs is one M-function only

Customers are capable of the connection completely on their own

17



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

E F F E C T I V E  CO S T/ T I M E  A N A LYS I S

With Viceloader you will spend less money than you expect.

Viceloader is more cost effective than all of the common automation systems

Common automation systems

ViceLoader

Investments Profit

18



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

 ViceLoader® INNOVATIVE AUTOMATION

The most flexible automation system on the market

Plug & play solution1

Ideal for small and medium sized 
production runs

2

Simple CNC operation that allows 
free movement

5

High carrying capacity of the 
manipulator

6

Easy mobility with integrated wheels9

Front and lateral machine loading 
option

10

Open system that works with 
all interfaces, vices, pallets and 
zero-point systems

3

Applicable to almost all CNC 
machining centres

4

Free access to the automated 
machine for manual operation

7

Modifiable design of magazine with 
high capacity

8

Cost effective with quick recovery 
of costs

11

Supported by an effective service 
support network in India

12

Reasons to invest with an automation system
Viceloader reduces wage costs

We have to face the increasing salary demands of employees on a daily basis. In order to be able to 
compete, countries where the wage costs are much lower and where employers need not adhere to any 
working hour rules or occupational safety principles, we are forced to seek methods to make our work better, 
quicker and more efficient. When using the Viceloader automation system, one employee can operate more 
machines 
simultaneously to increase the efficiency of utilisation of your machinery, and therefore reduce the direct wage 
costs for each finished workpiece. The costs necessary for one employee to be capable of making a constant 
amount of sub-operations are higher than the actual acquisition of the automation system, even if the initial 
investment for the purchase of this automation technology is taken into account.

Viceloader cuts down production expenses and is ecological

Most of the production processes are automated today, but there are numerous companies that must accept 
long downtimes in the production process when they wait for the operator to take out the finished workpiece 
from the machine and start the production of the next one. The Viceloader automation system works for 
whole shift  in the same takt time and the identical quality. The time necessary to exchange the workpiece 
can be greatly eliminated by the mere use of Viceloader. If you do not use production process automation you 
cut down your capabilities, losing your chance to reduce production costs. Viceloader is ecological; it can be 
programmed to work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. It needs no light, heating or air-conditioning for its oper-
ation. As a result, it cuts down further costs. Viceloader needs no pauses for smoking or lunch, it always works 
efficiently and its energy consumption is optimal. All it needs is an initial investment for the acquisition of this 
automation technology.

Viceloader increases productivity and production capacity

Short production interruptions are inevitable when the workpiece is loaded manually. Operators are disturbed in their 
work, they are in charge of other tasks, they need a break from time to time being exposed to fatigue during shifts, 
and their performances gets worse - all of this results in the inactive status of the machinery. Viceloader can work 
24/7, including breaks and shift exchange periods. This will help you generate extra performance, because the ma-
chine times will not depend on official operation hours; this will increase your capabilities and you will get a chance to 
process higher amount of contracts. Viceloader will also accelerate the machine efficiency by eliminating production 
interruptions as it is quicker than the operator. You will be able to increase machine efficiency even during the 
common operation time. The lean production establishment is essential to increase efficiency.19



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Viceloader makes work more interesting

It is very difficult to obtain and keep experienced staff today. This lack of workers encounters the inquiry of 
engineering companies. All of this forces the employer to deal with the situation alternatively. Even 
qualified employees frequently spend their working hours doing inadequate work, e.g. handling the 
workpieces, bringing them in, etc. Your employees will love Viceloader; it will make their job more 
interesting, and they will get the opportunity to concentrate on the work with higher added value. Thanks to 
the automation of certain work and procedures, it is possible to utilise the capabilities and potential of your 
employees in a better manner.

No specialists for robotics are needed

Viceloader is also a user-friendly solution. To work with Viceloader in a full-featured manner, you need not 
seek and employ any robotics specialists. Setting the Viceloader for a new job will take no more than several 
minutes. Viceloader can work with a selection of various products. Viceloader is flexible to such an extent 
that it can also be used for small-lot contracts.

Viceloader is affordable

Each manufacturer must face the same problems pertaining to the return rate of investments. Viceloader is an 
affordable solution. The acquisition of Viceloader needs not be linked to one specific long-term contract that will 
recover the acquisition financially. Should you need to get a notion of the price for the Viceloader automation 
system, inspect the price list or feel free to contact us.

Viceloader will improve the quality and stability of production

As soon as Viceloader has been programmed and set for the specific job, it performs this job in a stable and precise 
manner without any variations. Each movement is performed with high precision and repeatability. These features 
will ensure stable production in the given period of time.

Viceloader features the quickest return on investment in the automation industry

The full utilisation of production capabilities and reduction of production and wage costs are vital. The Viceloader 
automation system is capable of working on its own. By doing so it gives our employees time to devote to more 
qualified work, such as measuring the finished workpieces, setting up different machines, preparation of further 
operations, etc. Viceloader is fully integrated to the CNC centre, it controls the CNC centre on its own, and it needs 
no further servicing. The application of Viceloader is convenient for smaller-sized and medium-sized 
establishments as well.

Viceloader improves occupational safety

Thanks to the fact that Viceloader performs the operator's physical labour, these employees are transferred to the 
position of Inspector - they do not need to handle the workpieces and load them into the CNC centres themselves. 
Viceloader therefore protects employees from injuries that may occur when heavier or shapeless workpieces are 
loaded. As a result, your employees will virtually not get into direct contact with chips, emulsion, and so on.

Viceloader helps retain the jobs

It will improve the work efficiency of your employees, making your company more competitive as a result; it will be 
capable of utilising its production capabilities in a better manner, preventing the efflux of interesting production 
projects into low-cost countries. Owing to the automation, employees can stay in our country without needing to 
move into production in countries with lower wage costs.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

 ViceLoader® TECHNICAL DATA & SPECIFICATIONS
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

S TA N DA R D  S P E C I F I C AT I O N

The ViceLoader is delivered in the following configuration as standard.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Protective safety fencing1

Standard Viceloader connection board2

Operation panel3

Rotary magazine with one level 
equipped to fit your zero point

4

3x door for easy access into the 
magazine

5

Wheels for quick movement6

ITEM NO. VICELOADER DIMENSIONS 
(L x W x H) WEIGHT

10 00 01 Standard with 1 level 2500 x 1700 x 2100 mm 1300 kgs
23



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

S TA N DA R D  S P E C I F I C AT I O N  DATA

Entire system

Dimensions (LxWxH): 2.5 x 1.7 x 2.1 m
Weight: 1300 kgs
Power supply: 400V, 50Hz, 16A

Viceloader robot arm 

Standard payload: up to 120 kg depending on the rotation angle Z (see table, page 32)
Position precision: +/- 0.05 mm
Number of controlled axes: 3
Freely programmable axes: 3 (interpolated)

Variable workpiece magazine

Payload: 1500 kgs
Magazine level diameter: 1158 mm
Maximum diameter of level overhang:  1380 mm
Magazine position setting: Freely programmable with a resolution of 0.001°

The workpiece magazine can be equipped with a maximum of 8 levels.

On customer request, each level can be adapted for pallets, vices or fixtures.

Control system

Full-featured microprocessor CNC control system. Convenient for Industry 4.0!

Number of controlled axes: 4 axes
Interpolated axes: always 2 axes simultaneously
Virtual linear axis: directly programmable horizontal (incremental) movement of the robot arm
Freely programmable outputs: 8x relay (24V 1A DC), 
     8x optically separated output (24V 0.5A DC)
Freely programmable inputs: 12x (24V DC)  
Analogue inputs/outputs: 4x (0-5V)
Program memory: Flash 1 Mb 
Display: Graphical-LCD 320x240
Programming language: ISO G-Code
Interface: RS232, 10/100 Base-T Ethernet

24



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Inputs and outputs are controllable or loadable directly from the CNC program. Thanks to to this feature, 
the operator does not need special programming knowledge in order to control and monitor the automatic 
doors, grippers, and so on, directly from the CNC program.

Communication with the automated CNC centre takes place via an M-function. The automated machine 
must allow its startup by an external signal (pulse), and when the machining process is completed, the 
machine must be capable of sending a signal with a feedback message (pulse).

The external recording and program management via RS232 is also possible without any problems.

Drives

High-quality industrial step motors and amplifiers with position control made by leading European man-
ufacturers. All the transmissions and drive components are also products of high-quality manufactured by 
European manufacturers.

Options

Magazine level version as requested by the customer 
Pallet/fixture interface as required by the customer 
Pallets/fixtures as required by the customer
Rotary unit for the pallet/fixture interface - 90° 
Pallet/fixture interface function monitoring 
Valve block (for optional pneumatic applications)
Air blow units (to remove impurities and chips generated during machining) 
Gripper for direct gripping of a part as requested by the customer
Automatic doors or lateral window for loading into machine 
Higher payload
Higher dynamics
Special solution as required by the customer

M AC H I N E  I N T E R FAC I N G

PA N E L CO N T R O L S YS T E M  K E Y B OA R D  E X A M P L E

25



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

M AC H I N E  I N T E R FAC I N G

Viceloader is equipped with a signal communication cable, the end of which is fitted with a connector (plug) 
for connection to the CNC machining centre. 

The CNC centre has to be fitted with a compatible connector (socket) for wiring. 

Type of Mating Connector 

Viceloader:
Connector type: cable plug  12-10 10P, 62IN 16A 12 10P/624 (made by Amphenol)

CNC centre:
Connector type: cable socket  12-10 10P, 62IN 16A 12 10S/6A 624 (made by Amphenol) 

Power cable type (recommended): cable resistant to oils and mechanical stress with a wire section of 
0.5 mm2, for example: HYSLYCY-JZ 12 x 0.5 

Signal transmission takes place by connecting the potential-separated circuits. Signal 2 (start for Viceloader) 
is sent using the machine's M-function, which, once activated, trips the control relay on the CNC centre side. 
This Signal 2 is maintained active until Signal 1 is received (CNC centre start). The other pins are used for 
optional functions. 

Layout of individual connector pins:

The actual installation of the automation system to your CNC centre
is preceded by an inspection of M-Functions for correct connection. This inspection
is carried out using a Test-box that evaluates the ready state of communication.

Signal 1 for CNC centre start
Switching relay controlled by Viceloader

Connector wiring – position A, B

Signal cable wiring diagram:
Connector

Signal 2 for Viceloader start
Switching relay controlled by CNC centre

Connector wiring – position C,D

D

C

B

A
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

I N S TA L L AT I O N  P L A N

Side view

Top view
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

LOA D I N G  I N TO  M AG A Z I N E / M AC H I N E

Side view

Top view
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

D E S I G N AT I O N  O F A R M  M OV E M E N T A N G L E S

Side view

Top view
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

ANGLE Z ( ˚ )
Y - height from ground (mm)

min.                             max.   

U - unloading distance

from Viceloader (mm)

ARM LOADING 

(KGS)

Exchange cycle 

time approx.

-10 680                             1735 -475 120 90 seconds

-5 665                             1720 -370 120 90 seconds

0 660                             1715 -265 120 90 seconds

15 700                             1755 40 120 90 seconds

20 730                             1785 140 120 90 seconds

25 770                             1825 240 120 90 seconds

30 820                             1875 330 120 90 seconds

35 880                             1835 420 100 85 seconds

40 940                             1995 500 90 80 seconds

45 1010                             2065 580 80 80 seconds

50 1070                             2125 640 75 75 seconds

The times are for reference only; they depend on the machining program and the position of the pallet or vice in the magazine.

TA B L E  O F U N LOA D I N G  D E P E N D I N G  O N  T H E  A R M  T U R N I N G  A N G L E  A N D  LOA D

Please contact us for individual variants.
30



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

T H E  F U L L F U N C T I O N  O F T H E  V I C E LOA D E R  AU TO M AT I O N  S YS T E M  R E Q U I R E S  T H E  F O L LOW I N G :

  H A N D L I N G  I N T E R FAC E  S YS T E M  -  i t  i s  u s e d  fo r  co n n e c t i n g  t h e  p a l l et ,  v i ce  a n d  V i ce l o a d e r

  Z E R O  P O I N T S YS T E M  -  i t  i s  u s e d  t o  f i x  t h e  p a l l et  o r  v i ce  i n  t h e  C N C  ce n t re

H A N D L I N G  I N T E R FAC E  S YS T E M
The handling interface is installed in Viceloader's handling panel to allow the handling of vices and pallets. 
If you do not have your own system, we offer the following external clamping solutions:

A. For workpieces of smaller sizes, we offer a solution compatible with the Schunk NSR 100 system; 
      it is composed of a fixture fixed to Viceloader's connection board and a clamping pin on each pallet.

(clamping pin fixed to the pallets) (fixture fixed to Viceloader)

B. For workpieces of smaller sizes, we offer a solution compatible with the Schunk NSR 160 system; 
      it is composed of a fixture fixed to Viceloader's connection board and a clamping pin on each pallet.

(clamping pin fixed to the pallets) (fixture fixed to Viceloader)

C. Handling interface forks compatible with the Lang system
      (slots in the pallets or vices)

(forks fixed to Viceloader)

D. We can select and offer 
     a solution as requested by the        
     customer!
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

S TA N DA R D  V I C E LOA D E R  CO N N E C T I O N  B OA R D

Connection board that the 
handling interface is installed to

The end of the Viceloader arm accommodates the part that is referred to as the connection board. 
The handling interface is installed to this connection board.

Front view Rear view

Lateral view
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

ITEM NO. HANDLING INTERFACE

40 00 10 Viceloader fork feeder

I N T E R FAC E  CO M PAT I B L E  W I T H  L A N G  T E C H N I K  P R O D U C T S

We developed a special interface for users of the Lang Technik product – the Viceloader fork feeder.

V I C E LOA D E R  F O R K  S YS T E M

Viceloader is very beneficial with the Lang Technik products 
The same level for pallets and vices
The same interface for pallets and vices

The Viceloader arm with the Standard Vice-
loader connection board that the Viceloader 
handling interface fork feeder is mounted to.

Viceloader handling interface fork feeder for 
the automation of pallets and vices.

Automation pallet and vice with lateral slots 
for easy picking by the fork feeder.

Vice picked up by Viceloader with the fork 
feeder; it is ready for loading into the 
magazine or CNC machining centre.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Z E R O  P O I N T S YS T E M

A necessary part for the automation of your CNC centre is an automatically controlled fixture with a zero 
point. This zero point system can be used to make automatic repeated and precise clamping in the CNC 
machining centres. In most cases, the clamping is carried out by pneumatic and mechanical fixtures, that is, 
the holding force is induced by the spring force. Unclamping takes place by the action of compressed air.

Viceloader is capable of working with all zero point types. There are many of them.
Some of them are shown below:

Clamping can take place by two possible methods:

A. Zero point control system via the CNC centre
B. Zero point control system via the Viceloader automation system

Viceloader allows for both methods of automatic clamping of the zero point.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

 ViceLoader® AUTOMATION MAGAZINE
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

V I C E LOA D E R  AU TO M AT I O N  M AG A Z I N E  CO M P O S I T I O N

Level outfitting

Level

Spacer Element

Magazine Column

Outfitting of the level for pallets or vices depends on 
the type of your zero point. The number of positions in a 
level depends on the size of pallets and vice. 

Each level can be equipped for a different zero point type 
and different size of pallets or vice.

Each rotary magazine level of Viceloader has an identical 
design upon which the level outfitting is installed.

In case of a multi-level magazine, the spacer elements 
are used on the column between the levels.

The column with the motor ensures the 
magazine rotation in the pre-set cycle. 
Individual equipped levels are mounted 
to the column. The magazine can be 
fitted with a maximum of 5 levels.

The Viceloader automation system is delivered with one 
level fitted depending on your zero point. Further levels 
are optional. 36



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

M AG A Z I N E  L E V E L O U T F I T T I N G

All the automation elements are clamped using clamping pins of various shapes and sizes. The design for 
the location of automation elements into the equipped level of the rotary magazine made use right of the 
clamping pins.
 
The level is made according to the customer's zero point system and the pallet sizes. 

Example of pallet seating into the equipped level. 
The same principle also applies in the version for vices.
 

The magazine level is fitted with holes to accommodate the clamping elements. The holes are equipped with 
sleeves made of resistant and high-quality plastic. The plastic sleeves protect the clamping pins as well as 
the seating surfaces of the clamping elements.
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

VA R I O U S  L E V E L S  O U T F I T T I N G  F O R  D I F F E R E N T N U M B E R S  O F P O S I T I O N S

Positions / 
Level

Number of 
Levels 

Positions / 
Magazine

Max. Weight 
/ Position Level Height Description Part No.

18

1 18 83 1000

Level for 18 
pallets 

125 x 200
20 00 01

2 36 42 800
3 54 28 400
4 72 21 267
5 90 17 200

10

1 10 120 1000

Level for 10 
pallets 

200 x 300
20 00 03

2 20 75 800
3 30 50 400
4 40 38 267
5 50 30 200

8

1 8 120 1000

Level for 8 
pallets 

200 x 400
20 00 03

2 16 94 800
3 24 62 400
4 32 47 267
5 40 38 200

6

1 6 120 1000

Level for 6 
pallets 

300 x 300
20 00 04

2 12 120 800
3 18 83 400
4 24 63 267
5 30 50 200

6

1 6 120 1000

Level for 6 
pallets 

300 x 400
20 00 05

2 12 120 800
3 18 83 400
4 24 63 267
5 30 50 200

4

1 4 120 1000

Level for 4 
pallets 

400 x 400
20 00 06

2 8 120 800
3 12 120 400
4 16 94 267
5 20 75 200≠

Each level will be equipped 
depending on your zero point system 
and interface

Level
Height (mm)

Level variant for 125 x 200mm pallets

All pallets are designed with 
integrated NSR 100 interfaces

Level variant for 200 x 300mm pallets

Level variant for 200 x 400mm pallets Level variant for 300 x 300mm pallets

Level variant for 300 x 400mm pallets Level variant for 400 x 400mm pallets
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

L E V E L O U T F I T T I N G  CO M PATA B L E  W I T H  L A N G  T E C H N I K  P R O D U C T S

Positions / Level Number of Levels Positions / Magazine Max. Weight / 
Position Level Height Description Part No.

15

1 15 100 1000

Level for 15 
LANG products 20 00 02

2 30 50 800

3 45 33 400

4 60 25 267

5 75 20 200

Level Height (mm)

Each level will be equipped depending on your zero point 
system and interface.

ViceLoader is convenient for LANG technik products = 1 level compatible with vices and pallets

Level are suitable for:
Automation carrier plate 178mm
Automation vice Makro.Grip® 125
Automation vice Makro.Grip® 77
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

PALLET OPTION - VICELOADER PALLET 125 x 200mm 
with integrated NSR 100 interface

Holes can be drilled in the automation pallets to allow the fixturing of your vices or clamping fixtures. You may make 
these holes on your own, or we can make them them to your specification as you require. Pallets can have more holes 
for various vice sizes.

Pallet material specification can be steel or aluminium.

ITEM NO. VICELOADER PALLET MATERIAL WEIGHT

70 00 01 pallet 125 x 200 mm steel C45 4.7 kgs

70 00 02 pallet 125 x 200 mm alu - EN AW - 7075 1.6 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE WEIGHT

40 00 01 NSR 100 (intergrated) 0.5 kgs

ITEM NO. ZERO POINT

50 00 01 NSL 200 (standard)

* The pallet weight is listed without the pins and interface. 40



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

PALLET OPTION - VICELOADER PALLET 200 x 300mm 
with integrated NSR 100 interface

Holes can be drilled in the automation pallets to allow the fixturing of your vices or clamping fixtures. You may make 
these holes on your own, or we can make them them to your specification as you require. Pallets can have more holes 
for various vice sizes.

Pallet material specification can be steel or aluminium.

ITEM NO. VICELOADER PALLET MATERIAL WEIGHT

70 00 03 pallet 200 x 300 mm steel C45 16.0 kgs

70 00 04 pallet 200 x 300 mm alu - EN AW - 7075 5.6 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE WEIGHT

40 00 01 NSR 100 (intergrated) 0.5 kgs

ITEM NO. ZERO POINT

50 00 01 NSL 200 (standard)

* The pallet weight is listed without the pins and interface.41



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

PALLET OPTION - VICELOADER PALLET 200 x 400mm 
with integrated NSR 100 interface

Holes can be drilled in the automation pallets to allow the fixturing of your vices or clamping fixtures. You may make 
these holes on your own, or we can make them them to your specification as you require. Pallets can have more holes 
for various vice sizes.

Pallet material specification can be steel or aluminium.

ITEM NO. VICELOADER PALLET MATERIAL WEIGHT

70 00 05 pallet 200 x 400 mm steel C45 21.5 kgs

70 00 06 pallet 200 x 400 mm alu - EN AW - 7075 7.5 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE WEIGHT

40 00 01 NSR 100 (intergrated) 0.5 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE

50 00 01 NSL 200 (standard)

* The pallet weight is listed without the pins and interface. 42



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

PALLET OPTION - VICELOADER PALLET 300 x 300mm 
with integrated NSR 100 interface

Holes can be drilled in the automation pallets to allow the fixturing of your vices or clamping fixtures. You may make 
these holes on your own, or we can make them them to your specification as you require. Pallets can have more holes 
for various vice sizes.

Pallet material specification can be steel or aluminium.

ITEM NO. VICELOADER PALLET MATERIAL WEIGHT

70 00 07 pallet 300 x 300 mm steel C45 24.1 kgs

70 00 08 pallet 300 x 300 mm alu - EN AW - 7075 8.3 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE WEIGHT

40 00 01 NSR 100 (intergrated) 0.5 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE

50 00 01 NSL 200 (standard)

* The pallet weight is listed without the pins and interface.43



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

PALLET OPTION - VICELOADER PALLET 300 x 400mm 
with integrated NSR 100 interface

Holes can be drilled in the automation pallets to allow the fixturing of your vices or clamping fixtures. You may make 
these holes on your own, or we can make them them to your specification as you require. Pallets can have more holes 
for various vice sizes.

Pallet material specification can be steel or aluminium.

ITEM NO. VICELOADER PALLET MATERIAL WEIGHT

70 00 09 pallet 300 x 400 mm steel C45 32.2 kgs

70 00 10 pallet 300 x 400 mm alu - EN AW - 7075 11.2 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE WEIGHT

40 00 01 NSR 100 (intergrated) 0.5 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE

50 00 01 NSL 200 (standard)

* The pallet weight is listed without the pins and interface. 44



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

PALLET OPTION - VICELOADER PALLET 400 x 400mm 
with integrated NSR 100 interface

Holes can be drilled in the automation pallets to allow the fixturing of your vices or clamping fixtures. You may make 
these holes on your own, or we can make them them to your specification as you require. Pallets can have more holes 
for various vice sizes.

Pallet material specification can be steel or aluminium.

ITEM NO. VICELOADER PALLET MATERIAL WEIGHT

70 00 11 pallet 400 x 400 mm steel C45 43.2 kgs

70 00 12 pallet 400 x 400 mm alu - EN AW - 7075 15 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE WEIGHT

-- -- -- NSR 100 (intergrated) 0.5 kgs

ITEM NO. INTERFACE

50 00 01 NSL 200 (standard)

* The pallet weight is listed without the pins and interface.45



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Successful Automation Also Requires:

C o r re c t  P o s i t i o n  a t  Yo u r C N C  C e n t re

There is a set of anchoring legs for correct positioning of Viceloader. This set will ensure the exact position of the 
automation system at your CNC centre.
Depending on the type of your CNC centre, we distinguish 2 types of anchoring legs:

A. Set of legs for anchorage to CNC with a moving table

B. Set of legs for anchorage to CNC with a fixed table

ITEM NO. ANCHORING LEG TYPE

60 00 01 To CNC with moving table

ITEM NO. ANCHORING LEG TYPE

60 00 02 To CNC with fixed table
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Successful Automation Also Requires:

A u t o m a t e d  A c c e s s  i n t o  t h e  C N C  C e n t re

Depending on Viceloader's orientation to the CNC centre, two solutions are distinguished:

A. Front loading - installation of the automatically operated door of the CNC centre
B. Lateral loading - installation of the automated lateral window in the CNC centre

If the customer has no automatically operated door or lateral window, we can ensure the installation.

A. Automatically operated front door

Door automation system is driven by
electrically and it has safety functions and 
CE Certification. Operation is possible using 
Viceloader or the CNC centre.

ITEM NO. AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENING

60 10 00 single 1000 mm

60 10 01 double 1500 mm

Further available automatic door opening models on request

ITEM NO.
Automatic opening of lateral 

window
60 20 00

B. Automatically operated lateral window

The window is driven pneumatically and 
controlled via Viceloader. It is used for lateral 
loading into the CNC centre.

Please contact us for the installation of the automatically operated door and lateral window.47
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Typical Installations of Viceloader and CNC machining centres
The pages below show the proposed connections of specific machine models with the Viceloader 
automation system.
Should you be interested, we are capable of creating this visualization with your CNC centre.

T h e  m o d e l s  b e l o w  a re  c u r re n t l y a va i l a b l e :

Viceloader a DMG 635V  (lateral loading)  page 49 
 Viceloader a HAAS UMC - 750   (front loading)  page 50
Viceloader a HAAS VF - 2  (front loading)  page 51
Viceloader a HAAS VF - 2  (lateral loading)  page 52
Viceloader a HAAS VF - 4SS  (front loading)  page 53
Viceloader a HAAS VF - 4SS  (lateral loading)  page 54
Viceloader a Mori Seiki NV5000 (front loading)  page 55
Viceloader a Mazak VTC 300C  (front loading)  page 56
Viceloader a MAS MCV 800Q  (front loading)  page 57
Viceloader a MAS MCV 800Q  (lateral loading)  page 58

(you will also find all of these models at www.viceloader.com where the next types will be continuously added)



VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & DMG MORI 635V
Lateral loading
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & HAAS UMC-750
Front loading
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & HAAS VF-2
Front loading
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & HAAS VF-2
Lateral loading
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & HAAS VF-4SS
Front loading
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EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & HAAS VF-4SS
Lateral loading
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & MORI SEIKI NV5000 WITH 4TH AXIS
Front loading
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EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & MAZAK VTC 300C
Front loading
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EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & MAS MCV 800Q
Front loading
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EXAMPLE APPLICATION 
VICELOADER & MAS MCV 800Q
Lateral loading
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VICELOADER® AUTOMATION

Enquiry Form
Specify exactly how you want your viceloader   

Step One - Your machine centre information

Manufacturer:

______________________________________________
Control system:
______________________________________________
Table height above floor (mm):
______________________________________________

Type:

______________________________________________
Number of axes:

Step Two - Automation system location

From the front   

Zero-Point Manufacturer

Zero-Point Type

Step Three - Automatic door opening (this applies for front loading into the machine)

   3 - axes      4 - axes      5 - axes

Laterally (right)   Laterally (left 2)   Laterally (left 1)   

   To be completed by the customer:
      Connection to the CNC Centre
      Connection via the CNC Centre using M-Code
      (one potentially free contact to indicate the door status must be 
       available; the customer will assure M-Functions preparation)

   To be ensured by the supplier of the automation system:
       Connection to Viceloader
       Door operation is controlled by Viceloader
       Door status indication by sensors

Step Four - Automatic window opening (this applies for lateral loading into the machine)
   To be completed by the customer:
      Connection to the CNC Centre
      Connection via the CNC Centre using M-Code
      (one potentially free contact to indicate the door status must be 
       available; the customer will assure M-Functions preparation)

   To be ensured by the supplier of the automation system:
       Connection to Viceloader
       Window operation is controlled by Viceloader
       Lateral window status indication by sensors

Step Five - Zero-Point

   To be ensured by the customer together with the fixture installation:
  Connection to the CNC centre
  Fixture control (clamping/unclamping) using M-Function

   To be ensured by the automation system supplier together with the      
         fixture installation:
  Connection to Viceloader
  Fixture control (clamping/unclamping) using Viceloader

Step Six - Clamping Elements (Clamping elements for automation system)

Workpiece dimensions Manufacturer

Workpiece weight Type designation

Machining cycle length Quantity

   To be completed by the customer    To be completed by the automation system supplier
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Your VICELOADER distributor in the Hungary:

Kitagawa Europe
Bodócs István utca 4.
H-9024 Győr

E-mail: gabor.molnar@kitagawaeurope.de
Web: www.kitagawa.global/hu
Phone: 00 36 30 510 3550


